COMPANY PROFILE:
We, Masin, are Claim Management Consultants and Arbitration Expert’s to the Engineering and Construction
industry. We have our offices in India, UAE, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Oman and Singapore catering to some
of the leading contracting/owner companies operating in Middle East, India and South East Asia regions. We are
the biggest and most experienced firm in India and having to our credit some of the highest profile construction
disputes. Please visit to our website www.masinproject.com for more details.
Designation: Consultant- Arbitration
Company Industry : Construction , Alternative Dispute Resolution Legal Services
Education: Should be a law graduate from a reputed university




The candidate should have very strong writing, communication and presentation skills.
Should have sound analytical thinking ability and having flair for studying and comprehending technical/
contract documents,
Should be a highly motivated professional.

Job description: The profile requires working as a Consultant in contract and claim management, delay analysis
and dispute resolution/ arbitration related assignments in infrastructure, engineering and construction projects.
The profile will require reviewing of the contract documents/ claim papers, analysing the merit of the cases,
performing delay and quantum analysis, preparing expert reports on delay, quantum and technical matters and
supporting our clients in large scale disputes in negotiation/ arbitrations and courts.
The work will require travelling within India and Middle East regions.
Maximum age- 30 years
Experience: -

1. Minimum 2 years’ industry experience in legal industry, preferably in construction and engineering sector
for engineering, contracting, project management or equivalent type of consulting/contracting business for
infrastructure industry.

2. Should be strong in studying documents, comprehending/ understanding the issues, presentation and report
writing.

3. The job involves construction and engineering law related works in international arbitrations
4. Should have understanding of contractual/legal aspects associated with typical infrastructure projects.
5. Should have good exposure of construction claim / analysis i.e. extension of time, prolongation costs,
variations, disruption claims etc.

6. Experience of claim consulting in infrastructure domain or exposure to construction arbitration process would
be an added advantage.

7. Day to day handling of arbitration cases, reviewing large quantities of documents, liaising with external
Counsels, handling communications with client, assisting counsels with drafting of pleadings, applications
and Witness Statements, legal research, document management
Seniority Level
Junior / Mid-level
Employment Type
Full-time
Location
Gurgaon, Delhi NCR

